
The Invention Process
How does she do it? Let’s see!

The Problem
Alexis saw a news report about a fire. A 
woman in the fire threw her baby from 
an upstairs window to someone down 
below. The baby survived, but Alexis 
worried about people in future fires.

Explore It
She learned that smoke causes more 
deaths in fires than burns do. People 
inhale smoke and can’t breathe. But with 
a smoke mask, a person could survive 
longer. It would give them time to wait 
for firefighters to arrive. She also learned 
that people often arrive at a burning 
building before the firefighters do.

But neighbors and police cannot safely 
rescue people in the fire. Alexis wanted 
to give others a way to help people 
while they wait for firefighters to rescue 
them. She didn’t want any more babies 
to be thrown out windows.

Create It
Alexis tried different ways to get a 
smoke mask into a second story window. 
Her first idea was to put the smoke mask 
in a tennis ball tube and shoot it into 
a window using a t-shirt gun. You may 
have seen a t-shirt gun at sports events. 
But that idea didn’t work. 
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Want to be an inventor? It’s not as hard as 
you think, says inventor Alexis Lewis. Alexis 
believes anyone can invent. Even kids!

And she should know. Alexis filed her 
first patent when she was 12. (She’s now in 
college.) She has won several contests for 
inventors including the Spark!Lab Invent It 
Challenge. She now has two patents and 
many more ideas for inventions.

at a Time



None of the masks made it into the 
window. Alexis discovered it was easier 
to throw the tube into the window.

Next, she came up with three different 
shaped containers that could be thrown 
into an upstairs window.

Test It
She worked with firefighters to test her 
prototypes. She had 37 testers throw 
each prototype. Each prototype was 
thrown about 300 times. The football 
shape worked best, so Alexis decide 
it would be the perfect shape for a 
container.

Tweak It
Alexis designed a plastic pod with 
a football shape. She used a free 
computer design program. Then, she 
printed the pod on a 3-D printer.  She 
put a smoke mask, goggles, and a glow 
stick inside. People outside the burning 
building start the glow stick. The light 
shines through the closed pod. Then, 
they toss the pod through a window.

The glow stick helps people inside 
find the pod. The mask helps 
people breathe in a smoky room. 
The goggles protect their eyes from 
the smoke. The Emergency Mask 
(EM) Pod can help people survive 
while they wait for rescuers.

Sell It
Alexis got a patent for her invention! 
Now, she has a website that shows 
how her EM pod works.

Three prototypes of the 
Emergency Mask (EM) pod

A sketch Alexis included 
in her patent application



Many Ways to Invent
Another way to invent is to 
improve on an idea—that’s 
called “innovating.” Alexis 
decided to invent a way for 
families to carry children a 
long distance on foot. She 
had read about refugees. 
Refugees are people who 
flee on foot to escape war 
or another serious problem. 
She wanted to give them 
a way to carry people who 
couldn’t walk on their own.

Alexis learned about a device used 
by Plains Indians called a travois (TRA-
vwah). It had two crossed poles and 
was pulled by a horse. Alexis improved 
on this idea. She invented a Bamboo 
Travois. She used two bamboo poles 
in the shape of an X with a net in 
between. She chose bamboo because 
it is inexpensive. And it’s easy to get. 
She added wheels to help it move more 
easily over the ground. She also added a 
belt, so it could be pulled, hands-free, by 
a person.

Inspiring Young Inventors
Now Alexis wants to encourage other 
kids to invent. She recommends kids use 
their imaginations. “Start noticing what 
things in your world could be made 
easier,” she says. “Follow your curiosity.” 
It’s okay to have funny ideas. Also, if you 
come up with an invention that already 
exists, celebrate! That means you’re 
thinking like an inventor.

“Literally everything around us 
is an invention. Take a door handle. 
Somebody had to come up with 
that!” says Alexis. Inventors don’t 
have to be geniuses. They just need 
to be interested in solving problems 
and willing to put in the time to find 
solutions. It’s worked for Alexis. It can 
work for you, too!

A Native American 
travois made from two 
teepee poles

Alexis and her bamboo 
travois with wheels


